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When Einstein examined the electro-magnetic theory of Lorentz at the
beginning of this century, he found the principle of relativity for Galilean
frames of reference, and the principle of the absolute velocity of light in
vacuo, to be experimentally valid, yet contradictory. The necessity of
rejecting the doctrine of absolute space and time for the principle of the
relativity of simultaneity, in order to escape this contradiction, led him to
the discovery of the special theory of relativity.

It is the purpose of this paper to show, by precisely the same type of argu-
ment, that this theory and the general theory which came out of it have
given rise to two new contradictions in current physical theory which can be
escaped only by introducing a radical but essentially simple amendment to
the traditional atomic theory.
The Difficulty Concerning Atomicity and Motion.-The first contradiction

will be demonstrated by establishing three propositions. (1) Atomicity
is an inescapable fact. (2) Atomicity and the motion which it involves
necessitate the existence of a referent in addition to the microscopic parti-
cles. (3) No such referent exists, according to current scientific theory.

1. Atomicity is an inescapable fact. The first argument for the atomic
theory was given in Greek science by the pre-Socratic philosophers. They
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demonstrated, by reasoning similar to that which drove Einstein to the
theory of relativity, that one cannot admit the existence of the two obvious
extensive facts of stuff and change, and not accept the atomic theory,
without involving one's self in a contradiction. Since these two facts cannot
be denied, the same logic which makes us accept the relativity theory re-
quires that we accept the atomic theory.
The technical investigations of modern science have supported this

conclusion with many independent lines of evidence, so great in quantity
as to be practically overwhelming. Only a few items in a long list need be
referred to. This list begins with Newton's acceptance of the atomic
theory and with LaPlace's statement of the laws of his mechanics in terms
of it, and ends with the discovery of the atomic character of electricity and
energy. In between is Count Rumford's discovery and Maxwell's develop-
ment of the kinetic theory of heat, the modern science of chemistry, the
discontinuity which statistical theories suggest, the evidence indicating
the physico-chemical character of living things, Sir J. J. Thomson's
isolation and Millikan's determination of the charge of the electron, and
astronomical theory, beginning with LaPlace and continuing through Jeans,
which conceives of the primordial state of stellar evolution as atomic in
character.

It would appear that nothing more needs to be said. Recently,
however, two types of theory have been proposed which suggest
the reduction of atomicity to a non-atomic basis. I refer to Eddington's
doctrine that mathematical forms, rather than physical atoms, are funda-
mental,' and to current developments in wave mechanics.
Three things need to be said concerning Eddington's thesis. Firstly,

it rests for its validity upon the theory of relativity which in turn pre-
supposes an atomic theory. The relativity theory has its origin and
foundation in the electro-magnetic theory of Lorentz, and this is an atomic
or electron theory. Secondly, Eddingtons' extremely mathematical theory
derives its validity from a generalization beyond the theories of Einstein
and Weyl which is not universally accepted. In fact, Einstein has unequivo-
cally repudiated it.2 Thirdly, even if it be accepted, it requires one to
admit the primacy of physical instead of mathematical categories. For an
examination of the postulates in terms of which Eddington states this
extremely mathematical theory' reveals that they involve statements con-
cerning "displacements" "carried by parallel displacement" from point to
point. Certainly the carrying presupposes motion, and that which is
carried cannot be a mathematical relation. Quite obviously, as Einstein
explicitly asserts in the definition of his geometry, it is a measuring rod.
Now, measuring rods and motion are physical things, and involve the exist-
ence of a plurality of objects, which is intelligible only on an atomic basis.
It becomes evident, therefore, that atomic categories are really primary.
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It was this necessity of defining geometry in terms of physical measuring
rods and their behavior which led the pure mathematician Riemann, who
invented the mathematics of the general theory, to predict, long before
Einstein's discovery, that space would be found to be conditioned by
matter.
The continuous and apparently non-physical emphasis in wave me-

chanics also turns out upon examination to be an argument for, rather than
against, the atomic theory. Two considerations will suffice to make this
clear. Firstly, all theories, no matter how mathematical may be their
emphasis, use Plank's constant as a fundamental idea. This constant
involves an atomic or discontinuous theory of energy. Furthermore, it
arose from a new study of the foundations of statistical theory which rests
upon the conception of finite rather than infinitesimal units in terms of
which possible permutations are to be defined. In other words, Planks'
constant is essentially a discontinuous or atomic idea. Secondly, even the
attempt in current quantum theory, to conceive of the atom as a singularity
in a continuum, breaks down when one makes this rather vague notion
the least bit explicit. For in order to give it any fertility, it is necessary to
determine the potential and kinetic energy of the supposed singularity, and
this involves the conception of it as an actual particle to which the inverse
square law applies.

Thus, even in those cases in which the atomic theory appears to be dis-
carded, it is really a fundamental and basic factor. We are forced, there-
fore, by the facts to regard our first proposition as established. Atomicity
is an inescapable fact.

2. Atomicity and motion necessitate the existence of a referent in addition
to the microscopic particles. The proof of this proposition was given in
Greek science by Parmenides. It was accepted by Newton and suggested
by him at the beginning of the Principia. The rejection of absolute space
by the theory of relativity has led many to suppose that the proof in ques-
tion is invalid. A reexamination of it indicates that this is not the case.
Current scientific theories will be examined and found to support this con-
clusion.

Consider the proof as Parmenides gave it. Change, he said, must be due
to generation or to motion. After demonstrating that it cannot be due to
generation if this is a physical universe, he proved that it cannot be due
to motion if the physical stuff is conceived as nothing more than one sub-
stance or many microscopic particles. For motion requires that stuff be
transmitted from where it is to where it is not, and there can be no "where-
it-is-not" if nothing but the stuff to be transmitted exists.
Nor can change be due to nothing but many particles and their motion-

for two reasons. Firstly, the motion of many particles calls for a "where-
it-is-not," as much as the motion of one. A difficulty is not removed
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by multiplying it many times. Secondly, there cannot be many particles
if nothing exists but the stuff of which they are supposed to be made.
For before there can be many parts of stuff there must be something to di-
vide one part of stuff from another and this is impossible if nothing but the
stuff to be divided exists.
The essential point in this argument is not so much the need for an inter-

vening medium, as the need of a basis for distinguishing between one atom
and another. In an atomic theory which regards the atoms as constituted
.of the same kind of material, the category of stuff gives only the respect in
which the atoms are identical or one; it cannot prescribe the respect in
which they are numerically different or many. Stated positively, this
means that the individuality of a given atom cannot be defined in terms of
its properties, but must be expressed in terms of its unique relation to some
referent common to all the atoms. If nothing but the stuff of the atoms
exists there can be no such referent, and hence atomism is impossible.

It may be said, therefore, that one can no more admit the validity of
the atomic theory without accepting the existence of a referent other than
the microscopic particles, than one can accept the postulates of Euclidean
geometry without accepting its theorems. As Newton said, "It is from
their essence or nature that they (things) are places."4 To think one with-
out the other is impossible.

It is to be noted that the last argument takes care of those who would at-
tempt to define atomic motion in terms of the relation of the atoms to each
other. For even the notion of relative motion involves the existence of
many atoms, and the manyness, wholly apart from the motion, is impossible
unless a referent other than the atoms exists.

Let us not evade the full consequence of this conclusion. It means that
any physical theory of relative motion involves a more basic atomic theory
of absolute motion. For, let me repeat again, relative motion involves
many substances and the manyness is meaningless apart from their rela-
tion to a common referent other than them. Verified theories of contem-
porary science support this conclusion.

Consider the kinetic theory of gases, and a particular case-the molecules
of a gas in a container. It is to be noted that when we talk about the
motion of these molecules we do not mean their relation to the container.
For we believe, and it is part of our theory that we must believe, that the
molecules will continue to move if the container is destroyed. This could
not be the case if their motion had no meaning apart from the existence of
the container. Moreover, it is part of statistical theory to maintain that
the container, as well as the phenomena within, is to be defined in molec-
ular terms. Eventually, therefore, we are driven back behind all con-
tainers to the totality of molecules of the whole of nature. Since we define
all molar objects in terms of their ultimate molecular motion, we cannot use
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them to define what we mean by molecular motion. An examination of
what we mean by motion as exhibited in the phenomenon termed the
Brownian movement leads to the same conclusion.5
These considerations remind us that there are two types of valid scientific

theory in contemporary science. The one, exemplified by Newtonian and
Einsteinian mechanics, states all scientific observations in terms of rela-
tions to chosen reference frames; the other, exemplified in all statistical
and kinetic atomic theories, makes use of atomic entities in absolute motion
relative to a common referent and escapes the relativity attaching to a use
of reference frames, without the recourse to transformation equations. In
the latter type of theory, motion never refers to a molar body or to a frame
chosen by a scientist; it is conceived as occurring independently of any
such choice.
This is clearly revealed in the astronomical theory of Jeans. This

theory is particularly suitable for our purposes because it combines rela-
tivity and atomic conceptions within a single scientific theory. His ap-
peal to the relativity theory to account for the tremendous radiation of
energy from the sun is well known. This necessitates his rejection of the
doctrine of absolute space. Nevertheless, when he lays down the elemental
principles of his theory, he refers to original nature as a collection of atoms
moving in space.'
Now, it is to be noted that this space is not relative space; nor will the

facts which force him to this theory permit him to regard it as relative space.
For relative space has no meaning apart from reference frames which in-
volve molar bodies, and at the beginning of stellar evolution molar bodies
do not exist. Nor can he mean that the atoms are moving relative to some
member of their group to which a scientist chooses to refer them, for at the
stage in question conditions are not very propitious for the existence of
scientists. Furthermore, if he meant that the atoms are moving relatively
to each other, he would be forced to refer to them, not as moving in space,
but as giving rise, because of their motion, to a system of relationships
between each other which is space, and this would require that he introduce
some other referent to indicate what he means by motion. It must never
be forgotten that a relative theory of space must define space as a relation
between objects; it can never define it as a system of relations or a con-
tainer relative to which or in which atoms move. The plain fact of the
matter is that the kinetic atomic theory with which Jeans begins requires a
referent for motion which can be neither a molar body nor a chosen particle,
and since the discarded absolute space is the only one which science knows,
he uses it.
The result, however, is a contradiction. For his acceptance of the theory

of relativity necessitates the rejection of the absolute space upon which he
founds his theory. But he is not to be singled out in connection with this
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fallacy. Every scientist commits it who talks about atomicity and motion
while accepting the relativity theory in its current interpretation.
The point to note now, however, is that necessary current scientific

theories support Parmenides' proof of our second proposition, which is that
atomicity, and the motion which it involves, necessitates the existence of
a referent other than the microscopic particles.

3. No such referent exists, according to current scientific theory. The
traditional referent, absolute space, disappeared with the acceptance of
the special theory of relativity. The general theory eliminates space-
time as a possible referent. For it indicates that the metric of space-time
is conditioned by matter and its motion. Hence, we would involve our-
selves in a vicious circle if we used space-time to define what we mean by
matter and motion.
With this establishment of our third proposition the contradiction in

current scientific theory is made evident. Both the atomic theory and the
relativity theory are supported by factual evidence, yet the latter theory
as currently interpreted, denies the existence of the referent which the
former theory necessitates. In other words, a situation similar to the one
which drove Einstein to the discovery of the special theory is at hand. Two
verified theories exist which contradict each other.
Only one course is possible in such a circumstance. Current scientific

theory must be modified to fit the facts. A conception must be discovered
which will permit us to accept both of these theories without contradiction.
The procedure used by Einstein indicates how this new conception is to be
discovered.
He argued that a contradiction between verified principles proves that

the presupposition in our theory which gives rise to the contradiction must
be false. He proceeded, therefore, to determine what the presupposition
is, and to replace it by its negate.

In his case, this meant the rejection of the doctrine of absolute time for
the doctrine of the relativity of simultaneity. In our case it means that
we must cease to identify the non-existence of absolute space with the non-
existence of a referent for atomic motion. Stated positively, this means
that a new referent must replace the discarded absolute space. Only
in this way can we accept the atomic theory and the doctrine of the rela-
tivity of space which the relativity theory necessitates, without involving
ourselves in a contradiction. Thus, just as the contradiction which Ein-
stein found in electro-magnetic theory drove him to the discovery of the
special theory of relativity, so the contradiction which we have found in
current physical theory drives us to the discovery that a new referent for
atomicity and motion must exist.

The Difficulty Concerning Metrical Uniformity.-The question arises con-
cerning what this new referent is. This brings us to a second contradiction
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in current physical theory which arose out of a difficulty first indicated by
Whitehead.7 We shall attempt to demonstrate its existence by estab-
lishing three propositions. (1) The metrical properties of space are con-
ditioned by the motion and distribution of matter. (2) The space of this
universe possesses an approximately constant metrical uniformity which
extends over macroscopic distances. (3) Matter as conceived by current
physical theory is incapable of producing this uniformity.

1. The metrical properties of space are conditioned by the motion and dis-
tribution of matter. This proposition is a consequence of the general theory
of relativity. As Einstein has said: "According to the general theory of
relativity the metrical character (curvature) of the four-dimensional space-
time continuum is defined at every point by the matter at that point and
the state of that matter. Therefore, on account of the lack of uniformity
in the distribution of matter, the metrical structure of this continuum must
necessarily be extremely complicated."8 Recent astronomical observa-
tions have supported previous ones9 to reconfirm this conclusion.

2. The space of this universe possesses an approximately constant metrical
uniformity which extends over macroscopic distances. This must be ad-
mitted because it is presupposed in the measurement of astronomical dis-
tances.
A few considerations will make this clear. Consider a distance here on

the earth. The measurement of its length presents no difficulty. One
merely takes a standard rod and notes how many times it must be laid
down end to end to cover the distance in question. However, the location
of an astronomical distance is such as to make a direct determination of
its length impossible. The difficulty is met by establishing a relation of
equality between the astronomical distance and a local terrestrial one to
which the rod can be directly applied. To establish this relationship, it
is necessary to appeal to geometrical principles. Moreover, if the results
are to be valid these principles must apply to the intervening space which
relates the two distances in question.

If the metrical structure of this space varied, two difficulties would occur.
Firstly, the geometrical principles to which we appeal at one time would
not be those which we used at another time. Were this true it would follow
that the values arrived at by an observation in one century should not
combine with those determined in another to make sense. In short, the
values in question would be incommensurable. Secondly, we should not
know what geometrical principles to use in a single given observation until
we had determined the distribution of matter in the intervening region in
question at the time. But we cannot determine the distribution of matter
in astronomical space without measuring astronomical distances. Thus
we find ourselves in the peculiar predicament of not being able to make a
single astronomical measurement of distance until we have made a large
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number of such measurements. The experience of astronomers does not
confirm this consequence. It must be admitted, therefore, that at least
an approximately constant metrical uniformity extends over macroscopic
distances in space.

3. Matter as conceived in current scientific theory is incapable of producing
this metrical uniformity. One of the most notable consequences of the
general theory of relativity is its doctrine that the metric of space changes
with the distribution of matter. Whitehead and others pointed out that
it is difficult to understand how measuring is possible if the metrical
variability which this entails exists.
To meet this and other difficulties, and to explain why we have not dis-

covered this metrical variability before, Einstein was forced to state his
general theory in terms of a conception of nature as a whole, and to assert
that the metrical variability is a local microscopic factor in a general macro-
scopic uniformity.8 There seems to be little doubt but that this is the case.
Certainly the measurement of astronomical distances would not be possible
if the general uniformity were not present. Also, recent and previous
observations in astronomy indicate that the metrical variability exists.
Many have supposed that this leaves everything in a satisfactory form.

Quite the contrary is the case. The difficulty on which Whitehead put his
finger has been merely shifted into another form in which it becomes all
the more acute. Instead of asking why microscopic variability is so
rare, we now have to ask why macroscopic uniformity is so obvious. In
other words, the rule rather than the exception to it presents a difficulty.
For if the metric of space is conditioned by matter, as the evidence for the
general theory forces us to admit, it follows from our current theory of
matter that the general macroscopic metrical uniformity should not exist.
In short, exactly the opposite of what the facts indicate and Einstein sug-
gests should occur.

This becomes clear the moment one notes that a relational theory of
space which is conditioned by matter means that the metric of space is
defined in terms of relations between physical objects; ultimately, this
means, in terms of relations between atoms. In such a theory, metrical
variability exists when the relations between the atoms change; and metri-
cal uniformity when they do not.
Now, it is a verified doctrine of physics, and an essential principle of any

physical theory which would account for change, that these atoms are
in motion. This means that the relation between them is changing and
hence that metrical variability should be the general rule. The second
law of thermo-dynamics and the modern doctrine that matter is indifferent
to order or design is an expression of this same fact. It is precisely because
of this that our predecessors were unable to refer the spacial characteristics
of nature to matter.
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Einstein attempted to avoid this consequence by defining -the required
metrical uniformity in terms of our traditional theory of matter.8 As one
would expect, this necessitated that he regard matter as practically at rest.
Certainly it is only upon this assumption that the relations between the
parts of matter will not change, and metrical uniformity can result. But
this assumption is not in accord with our knowledge of the kinetic character
of matter. The evidence for the kinetic atomic theory makes this way out
of the difficulty impossible.

Heisenberg's principle of uncertainty'0 supports this conclusion. For
the contingency which it introduces into atomic behavior necessitates not
merely that metrical heterogeneity and variability should be the rule, but
also that no law governing the variation can be found. We must conclude,
therefore, that matter, as currently conceived, is incapable of producing the
metrical uniformity which exists.
The second contradiction in current physical theory is now demonstrated,

for the three propositions which constitute the demonstration are estab-
lished. Let us bring them together. A constant metrical uniformity exists
which extends over macroscopic distances. The metric of space is condi-
tioned by matter. Matter as conceived by current scientific theory is
incapable of producing such a metric. In other words, current scientific
theory asserts that space is conditioned by matter, in its doctrine of men-
suration and space; and denies this thesis in its doctrine of matter.

The Resolution of the Two Contradictions.-From such a contradiction,
only one escape is possible. The last of our three propositions must be
rejected, since it is the only one of the three which rests upon theory rather
than fact. This means that we must admit that our traditional theory of
the capacity of matter to produce order is false. As Einstein indicated,
in connection with the evidence which drove him to the relativity theory,
when facts contradict, the presupposition in our traditional theory which
produces the contradiction must be rejected and replaced by its negate.

Consider what this means in our case. We know that a metrical uni-
formity extending over macroscopic distances exists, and the facts behind
the general theory of relativity necessitate that we hold that the metric
of space is conditioned by matter. We know also that matter, as tradi-
tionally conceived, cannot produce this uniformity. It follows therefore
that our traditional theory of the capacity of matter to produce order is
false and must be amended to meet new evidence.
We have noted that matter is atomic in character. Hence this second

contradiction concerning space, as well as the first contradiction concerning
atomicity and motion, drives us to the conclusion that an amendment must
be made in our traditional atomic theory.

Moreover, a consideration of the two major characteristics of the metric
of this universe is sufficient to indicate precisely what the required amend-
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ment must be. This metric combines two different characteristics. In
macroscopic regions it exhibits metrical uniformity and constancy, and in
microscopic regions it exhibits metrical variability.
The material basis for the latter characteristic is already at hand in our

traditional atomic theory. For, if we mean by the metric of space the
relation which joins the atoms to each other, and by metrical variability
a change in this relationship, it follows from the kinetic and contingent
character of the behavior of the microscopic atoms that metrical variabil-
ity must exist. It follows also that the material basis for a constant uni-
form relatedness or metric cannot be found in the microscopic atomic en-
tities. The most that can be expected from them is an occasional appear-
ance of order and constancy which will be but an incidental factor within
the general relational variability.
We discover, therefore, that some other basic entity in addition to the

microscopic particles must exist in this universe. Otherwise the macro-
scopic metrical uniformity would not exist. In fact, we have but to note
what is required to enforce a general constant macroscopic metrical uni-
formity upon the variable metrical relatedness of the microscopic particles
to discover precisely what the properties of this new entity are.

Firstly, it must be physical. For if it is to cause the microscopic atomic
entities, and the molar objects into which they compound, to take on a con-
stant uniform order which their motion alone cannot produce, it must
change the direction of their motion. This calls for the presence of an ex-
ternal force, which only a physical object can provide.

Secondly, this physical entity must congest and completely surround
all the microscopic atomic entities of the whole of nature. Otherwise they
would be merely crowded out into some other referent for their motion,
and macroscopic metrical uniformity would not exist.

Thirdly, this additional physical entity must be an atom, rather than
a compound substance. Otherwise some referent other than it would be
needed to provide a basis and meaning for the distinction between any
one of its parts and another, and the old difficulty over atomicity would
recur.
We have but to bring together these three required characteristics to

discover the existence of a large macroscopic atom, spherical in shape and
hollow in its interior except for its inner field, which contains and congests
all the microscopic atoms of the traditional atomic theory.'1 Moreover,
we seem to have no alternative but to say that the facts not merely suggest
but necessitate the existence of this atom. For, as we have indicated, one
cannot deny its existence without denying certain facts or involving one's self
in two contradictions.
Note how this radical but essentially simple addition to our traditional

atomic theory meets both of the difficulties to which we have previously
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referred. In providing a referent for atomicity and motion it enables us to
accept the atomic theory and the rejection of absolute space which the rela-
tivity theory entails. For it permits us to define space-time as a relation
between objects without losing a meaning for the atomicity and motion of
those objects. And by introducing a fixed spherical physical form, sur-
rounding the microscopic particles, which congests them sufficiently to
preserve a general constant relational uniformity, while not congesting them
so much as to prevent their motion and the resultant local variable related-
ness, it provides us with a metric, completely conditioned by matter, which
must exhibit local microscopic metrical variability within a general macro-
scopic metrical uniformity. In short, it gives us a kinetic theory of matter
which reconciles the macroscopic metrical uniformity which measuring
requires, with the microscopic metrical variability and the complete de-
pendence of space-time upon matter which the general theory of relativity
necessitates. By surrounding the electrons and protons of the whole of
nature with one large finite spherical macroscopic atom, atomic physics
and relativityphysics are brought within a single consistent physical theory.
This theory, we shall henceforth refer to as the macroscopic atomic theory.

It appears that traditional science was right in insisting that atomism ne-
cessitates the existence of a referent in addition to the microscopic particles,
but wrong in identifying this referent with space. It appears also that
traditional relativity physics has been right in maintaining that space and
time are relative, but wrong in denying the existence of any referent for
atomic motion and in maintaining that all motion is relative. It appears
also that the static character of astronomical matter, to which Einstein re-
ferred in his cosmological reflections, exists. But it finds its basis in the
congesting pressure from without of the macroscopic atom, rather than in
the conception of all matter as at rest. Thus, the relatively static char-
acter of stellar matter and the macroscopic metrical uniformity of space is
reconciled with the overwhelming evidence for the kinetic character of the
microscopic atoms.

Consequences and Unique Verifications.-The macroscopic atomic theory
has several important consequences. Those bearing on the nature of space-
time, and the three-dimensional physical interpretation of the theory of
relativity which it provides, were given in the first paper on this theory.
Others will be indicated here.

Firstly, the universe is finite. This conclusion is not new in relativity
physics. However, our argument to it is original, for it presupposes noth-
ing more than the kinetic atomic theory, measuring, and the general theory
of relativity. No assumptions concerning boundary conditions or the sta-
bility of the universe are necessary.

Secondly, there is a physical ether. But, instead of being an absolute
thing independent of atomic matter, it is the varying complex field which
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results from the compounding of the inner field of the macroscopic atom
with the many fields and central charges of the microscopic electrons and
protons.1' This compound field is the electro-magnetic-gravitational field
of which we and our earth form a part, and in which we are imbedded. It
is to this compound field and its potential distribution that the tensor equa-
tions of relativity theory refer. This changing compound field may also
be called space-time. When so considered it is to be remembered, however,
that the temporal dimension is a mere abstraction from motion."I This
identification of the ether with this changing compound field provides a
physical medium for the transmission of electro-magnetic waves.

Thirdly, the discovery of an ether-drift would not be incompatible with
the theory of relativity. For the part of the ether which we call the earth
might or might not move with a different velocity than the larger part of the
ether which immediately surrounds the earth. Itit did so move, a drift or
a whole series of drifts might be detected. This would prove nothing,
however, concerning the absolute velocity of the earth, since it is not
known whether the part of the changing ether which immediately sur-
rounds the earth is at rest or in motion relatively to the macroscopic
atom. It is because molar objects are imbedded and move in this complex
changing ether that their motion is relative; the principle of isolation which
is the basis of Newton's first law of motion no longer holds. It is because
the microscopic atoms produce the ether and space-time and move in the
macroscopic atom that their motion is absolute.

Fourthly, neither the geometry of the general theory nor of the general-
izations of Eddington3 and Weyl'2 is adequate. They fail to provide for
metrical uniformity over more than infinitely short displacements. The
macroscopic atomic theory calls for metrical uniformity over macroscopic
finite distances. In addition, it requires an inclusion of electromagnetic
potentials. Otherwise the compound field could not be conditioned by the
electrons and protons of electro-magnetic theorv. Also, it must be Rie-
mannian. Otherwise the variable potential distribution which the motion
of the microscopic atoms necessitates would not be possible, for a variable
gik distribution can only be stated in a law of an invariant form, by a
geometry of the Riemannian type. It is a geometry with these three char-
acteristics that Einstein has developed in his unitary field theory. His
latest achievement may be regarded, therefore, as a confirmation of our
theory. For a detailed development of this point, see another paper'3 of
these Proceedings.

Fifthly, astronomical phenomena which are inexplicable on traditional
principles seem to be a necessary consequence of the macroscopic atomic
theory. Traditional astronomical theory has been based upon the micro-
scopic atoms and their motion. Since our theory includes the traditional
microscopic atoms it possesses all the deductive fertility of traditional
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theory. In addition, the influence of the macroscopic atom is present.
This adds to traditional forces a rotational force resulting from the deflec-
tion of the microscopic particles from a rectilinear course by the physical
spherical form of the macroscopic atom. To be sure, this deflection would
occur originally, only with those microscopic atoms which are moving near
the spherical shell of the macroscopic atom, but eventually it is reasonable
to suppose that it would be transmitted through the whole interior of na-
ture. We are thus provided with a force of pure rotation in addition to the
forces of traditional principles. Astronomical evidence indicates that this
force is required. I refer to what Jeans terms "the characteristic equi-
angular spiral shape of arms" which is present in "at least nine tenths of
the spiral nebulae."14 He has shown that this calls for a force of pure rota-
tion. The attempt of Professor E. W. Brown of my university to account
for this in terms of traditional forces necessitates the hypothesis of a very
complicated distribution of matter.'4 The situation seems to be analogous
to the problem of the motionof the orbit of Mercuryin Newtonian mechanics
and Leverrier's hypothesis of the undiscoverable plant Vulcan. Jeans con-
cludes that a force of pure rotation is called for, which traditional principles
cannot provide.'4 If we may be permitted to reason from purely physical
and qualitative considerations, it may be said that this constitutes a unique
verification of the macroscopic atomic theory. It may be noted that ro-
tational motion has always presented difficulties for traditional physics.

Sixthly, our theory indicates that all motion is not relative. The motion
of the microscopic atoms in the macroscopic atom is absolute. This means
that the theory of relativity and deductions from it cannot be applied to
all bodies in nature. It holds only on the molar level for measurements of
molar and microscopic phenomena which are referred to molar reference
frames. It owes its existence to the epistomological circumstance that the
macroscopic atom, like the microscopic atoms, is not immediately visible.
This makes it impossible to determine whether a given molar object is at
rest or in motion relatively to it. This means that the principle of the rela-
tivity of mass holds only when the relativity of motion holds, and that it
cannot be applied in a literal metaphysical sense to the microscopic atomic
entities. It must be maintained, therefore, that the doctrine of the com-
plete annihilation of atomic matter can receive no justification from rela-
tivity physics.

Finally, the second law of thermo-dynamics cannot be valid for the whole
of nature. No energy can escape from this finite universe, nor can the
present state of heterogeneous chemical organization decrease to a homo-
geneous minimum. The physical macroscopic atom prevents both of these
consequences. This confirms the conclusions of Millikan concerning the
second law.

I must refer, in closing, to A. N. Whitehead. He was the first one to
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discover the real difficulties to which the theory of relativity has given
rise. Without his analysis, the contradictions which form the basis of this
paper would not have been discovered.
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THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF HYPER-FINE-
STRUCTURE IN SINGLY IONIZED THALLIUM, Ti II

BY H. E. WHITPm1
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Communicated December 7, 1929

A recent extension of the multiplet structure of singly ionized thallium,
made by McLennan, McLay and Crawford2 shows that many of the terms
have relatively large fine-structure separations. Since the lines, as stated
by them, were photographed with an ordinary spectrograph only the
widest fine-structures could be measured. The frequency number differ-
ences are therefore only given to 0.5 cm.-'. Although this leaves much
to be desired in the fine-structure measurements of Tl II, an explanation
of its fine-structure is here given. This is based upon the theoretical
interpretation of term fine-structures given by the author3 for Cd I, Ba I,
Tl I, Bi I, La I and La II. There it is pointed out (as is excellently con-
firmed in the spectra here discussed) that the widest fine-structures are
found in those terms arising from electron configurations involving a
single unbalanced s electron. An s electron being found part of the time
near the nucleus and part of the time outside of all of the other electrons
merely acts as a "means to an end" of coupling the nuclear angular mo-
mentum, i, with the electron resultant, J. Fine-structures in Bi I, La I,
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